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-MANUAL- 
 

Loading the game 
 
For CPC tape models 
Insert the tape into the cassette unit and check that is fully rewound. Then type RUN”, press                 
play and the any key. 
 
If the command run“ gives you Bad command error, type |tape. This symbol “|” is obtained                
by holding down the key SHIFT and pressing @ key. 
 
For CPC disk models 
Insert the disk, type run”PPSPACEM.BIN and the press enter/return. 
 
If you can not play the game, make sure the game is recognised using the command cat. If                  
you are using an an external DDI-1 disc drive turn on the unit before the AmstradCPC.                
Insert the disk and type |disc. 
 
For CPC Emulators 
Open the file (disk or tape version) with the CPC emulator. 
 
 

History 
 
Prometheus Phil, mostly known as PP due to his “weird” name, was once a space marine for 
the army of the United States. Those were the good times, the times when he fought for his 
country with honor and pride. However times change, and PP started to worry about money 
more than he worried about his country. That's when PP became a Space Mercenary, 
always willing to do the dirty jobs if you pay well. With his training PP got fame as a Space 
Mercenary in no time. He was respected by many and also feared by many more. 
 
Enol Muks, one of the greatest Godfathers of the space mafia found great use in PP for a 
long time, but he knew PP was to dangerous to be left alive. Enol ordered his subordinates 
to tell PP he had to do an important mission in Mars and then leave him there alone with his 
spaceship destroyed. 
 
PP is now alone in Mars. The only things he has left is a useless spaceship and his trusty 
laser handgun. Will PP be able to escape from fate this time? 
 
 

  



Gameplay 
 
Your objective as PP is to find the broken parts of your spaceship while surviving the attack 
of the fearsome aliens of Mars. When you find all of the parts you’ll have to advance until 
you find your spaceship. That’s the only way of making it back alive and getting your 
revenge on the evil Enol Muks! Good luck Space Mercenary! 
 

Game controls 
 

Notes 
Escape key pauses the game, to reanude the game press escape again. 
Shooting is directional. You shoot wherever you are moving or last moved if you are 
standing on site. 


